uncertainty quantification or optimisation. In many cases, one is interested in scalar output quantities induced by the parameter-dependent solution. The output can be interpreted as a tensor living on a high-dimensional parameter space. Our aim is to adaptively construct an approximation of this tensor in a data-sparse hierarchical tensor format. Once this approximation from an offline computation is available, the evaluation of the output for any parameter value becomes a cheap online task. Moreover, the explicit tensor representation can be used to compute stochastic properties of the output in a straightforward way. The potential of this approach is illustrated by numerical examples.
Introduction
Partial differential equations depending on parameters are encountered in many areas of practical interest, as, e.g., in uncertainty quantification or optimisation. In an abstract form, a parametric PDE can be expressed by
in a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R ( = 1, 2, 3), where D is a partial differential operator that depends on d parameters represented by p = (p 1 , . . . , p d ) ∈ P ⊂ R d . More generally, the right-hand side f , the domain Ω, and suitable boundary conditions may also depend on p. Assuming the well-posedness of problem (1) , each instance of p ∈ P defines a unique solution u = u(p).
In many cases, one is not directly interested in the solution u itself but rather in scalar output quantities φ : P → R defined by
where Φ is a (not necessarily linear) function of the solution u(p). As an example, we may consider Φ(u) as the average value of u over the entire domain Ω. In optimisation, φ is typically considered as a target function that needs to be minimised (or maximised) with respect to a deterministic parameter tuple p. In uncertainty quantification, the parameters are assumed to be random variables subject to a (given) probability distribution. One then aims at deriving stochastic properties of the quantity of interest φ from the stochastic assumptions on the input data. Both in the deterministic and the stochastic case, the treatment of the parameterdependent problem (1) faces two major difficulties. On the one hand, any instance of p ∈ P requires the solution of a (typically infinite-dimensional) deterministic problem (1) which needs to be approximated numerically. On the other hand, the number of deterministic problems to be solved quickly increases with the dimension d of the parameter space P . This requires the development of special techniques that can cope even with high parameter dimensions d.
Tensor-structured Approach
In this paper, we propose a new approach for the explicit approximation of φ from (2) from a relatively small and carefully chosen set of samples p ∈ P . To this end, we first assume that the parameter space P can be represented as the cartesian product
with bounded intervals P µ ⊂ R. In a stochastic context, such a setting arises if the random variables p µ ∈ P µ , µ = 1, . . . , d, are independent. If this independence is not given a priori, it may result from a truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion [22] .
As a next step, we consider a discretisation of P by a tensor grid of n µ points in each direction µ = 1, . . . , d given by ξ µ,iµ ∈ P µ , i µ = 1, . . . , n µ . Such a discretisation may, e.g., arise from a multivariate interpolation scheme or from a piecewise constant approximation of p µ ∈ P µ . The values of φ on the tensor grid can be represented by a d-dimensional tensor A ∈ R n 1 ×...×n d defined by
A full representation of A in terms of all its entries quickly becomes intractable as the parameter dimension d increases. We therefore suggest to approximate A in a datasparse format that does not suffer from an exponential complexity with respect to d.
A quite general framework for the low-parametric representation of tensors has been introduced in [17] which we further analysed in [14] . In the so-called hierarchical tensor (or hierarchical Tucker ) format, a tensor is represented by a number of parameters that scales only linearly in the dimension d. Our aim is to adaptively construct an approximation of A in this format by the evaluation of a relatively small number of entries A (i 1 ,...,i d ) . In [4] , we have introduced a black box approach which is adaptive in the sense that it finds the most relevant information from A automatically in order to reach a given (heuristic) target accuracy ε.
Once an approximationÃ ≈ A in the hierarchical tensor format is available, the evaluation of any entry ofÃ becomes a cheap online task. This, e.g., allows for the fast online optimisation of parameters. Moreover, stochastic properties of φ with respect to a given probability distribution of the parameter vector p can be computed in a straightforward way without the need of solving the original PDE problem.
Low-rank approximations for a full discretisation of the parametrised system (1) by tensor techniques have also been studied in [19, 23, 12, 18, 11, 20, 30 ].
Alternative Solution Strategies
A natural approach for the solution of (1) is to consider u as an element of the tensor product space H ⊗ V where H is a suitably chosen Hilbert space on the spatial domain Ω, e.g. H = H 1 0 (Ω), and V is a Hilbert space on the parameter domain, e.g. V = L 2 (P ). One can then seek for approximations u ≈ u h,n ∈ H h ⊗ V n in finite-dimensional subspaces H h ⊂ H, V n ⊂ V . In many cases, H h represents a standard finite-element space spanned by piecewise polynomials whereas V n corresponds to a space spanned by global polynomials up to a certain degree.
In the stochastic Galerkin method [28, 29, 2] , one employs a full Galerkin discretisation of (1) with respect to the space H h ⊗V n . This typically leads to a very large coupled system of linear equations that needs to be solved numerically. Alternatively, one can only consider a Galerkin discretisation of (1) with respect to H h and construct an approximation u h,n ∈ H h ⊗ V n from suitably chosen collocation points [1, 8] . In this case, each collocation point ξ i gives rise to a linear system with respect to the spatial discretisation H h ⊂ H which can be solved independently for all i = 1, . . . , N .
If the space V is discretised by a tensor-product polynomial space V n of order n in each direction, both the stochastic Galerkin and the stochastic collocation method suffer from an exponential growth of the dimension of V n with respect to d. If the solution u possesses certain regularity properties with respect to p, one can neglect a large number of higher-order terms which has inspired the development of sparse grid techniques [6, 9] .
Similar to the stochastic collocation approach, reduced basis methods [27, 8] rely on the evaluation of the solution u at suitably chosen samples ξ i ∈ P , i = 1, . . . , M . They are based on the observation that in many applications the set of all solutions {u(p) : p ∈ P } can be well approximated by its projection to a finite and low-dimensional vector space. In particular, this means that there needs to exist a low-rank approximation of the form
The subspace V n does not necessarily have to be spanned by polynomials but is often constructed in a greedy way such that one has M N . As a crucial ingredient, an efficient offline-online strategy requires the affine parameter dependence of problem (1), i.e., there exists a representation of the form
Extensions to the non-affine case have been studied in [15, 25] .
In a stochastic context, it is often sufficient to compute expected values of the output φ from (2). The corresponding high-dimensional integrals can then be approximated by Monte Carlo, quasi-Monte Carlo, or multilevel Monte Carlo techniques [10, 21, 7] . An alternative randomised technique has been proposed in [24] .
A Model Problem
For a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R we consider the diffusion problem
problem (4) is well-posed such that there exists a unique solution u(·, p) ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) for all p ∈ P . For ease of presentation we omit a possible parameter dependency of the boundary Ω = Ω(p). However, our method identically is applicable to this problem and it does not require any modification or adaptation.
A typical quantity of interest might be given by the average value of the solution u over the entire domain Ω, i.e.,
Since each evaluation of φ at a parameter p ∈ P requires the possibly costly (approximate) solution of (4), our aim is to construct an approximationφ ≈ φ that can be evaluated efficiently. Assuming the cartesian product structure (3) of P , a natural approach is to seek for approximationsφ of the form
with univariate functionsφ µ,iµ : P µ → R for µ = 1, . . . , d with suitable coefficients
Approximations of this form might, e.g., arise from a multivariate interpolation scheme or from a piecewise constant approximation of φ. In this case, the coefficients A (i 1 ,...,i d ) ∈ R are usually determined by the values of φ on a tensor grid given by
with points ξ µ,iµ ∈ P µ , µ = 1, . . . , d. For d 1, an approximation of the form (5) will only lead to an efficient scheme if the coefficients A (i 1 ,...,i d ) can (approximately) be represented in a data-sparse way.
Hierarchical Tensor Format
Given d ∈ N, let I 1 , . . . , I d be finite index sets with I := I 1 × · · · × I d . Already for moderate d, the data-sparse representation of tensors A ∈ R I is of interest. A quite general concept for the representation of tensors has been introduced in [17] which we further analysed in [14] . In this approach, data-sparsity is obtained by a hierarchical representation of tensors which can be applied even in high dimensions d. Independently, a similar concept has been developed in [26] .
As a first important ingredient, we define a matrix representation of a given tensor.
I µ , of a tensor A ∈ R I is defined by its entries
In order to allow for a hierarchical representation, the subsets t ⊂ D are organised in a binary tree. (c) every vertex t ∈ T D with #t ≥ 2 has two sons t 1 , t 2 ∈ T D with the property
we denote the set of sons of t by sons(t).
Based on the concept of the matricisation of tensors and the definition of a dimension tree, we can now introduce the hierarchical tensor format.
Definition 3 (hierarchical rank, hierarchical format). Let T D be a dimension tree. The hierarchical rank k := (k t ) t∈T D of a tensor A ∈ R I is defined by
For a given hierarchical rank k := (k t ) t∈T D , the hierarchical format H k is defined by
A key feature of a tensor in H k is that it can be represented in a recursive fashion.
can be represented by the recursive relation
As a consequence of the last lemma, one only needs to store the matrices U t ∈ R Iµ×kt in the leaves t = {µ} ∈ L(T D ) and the transfer tensors B t ∈ R kt×kt 1 ×kt 2 for all inner nodes t = {t 1 , t 2 } ∈ T D \ L(T D ) in order to represent a tensor in H k . The complexity for this representation then sums up to O(dk 3 +dkn), where k := max t∈T D k t , n := max µ∈D #I µ .
The hierarchical rank of a tensor A ∈ R I can be computed by standard linear algebra tools. Moreover, we have developed a truncation procedure [14] that computes an approximation of the best approximation of a tensor A ∈ R I in H k . This hierarchical singular value decomposition (H-SVD) yields a tensor A H-SVD ∈ H k with the property that
If the input tensor A is already given in hierarchical format, i.e. A ∈ H k , the H-SVD can be computed in
Similar results have been obtained for the TT format in [26] . A straight-forward approach to solve systems with vectors and operators in the hierarchical format is as follows: use a standard iterative solver and project after each step the iterates back to some small or adaptively determined hierarchical rank via the H-SVD. If the adaptive determination of the rank is done correctly, then such an approach can guarantee convergence as for the iterative solver without projection. However, the rank might increase unfavourably during the iteration. This is unavoidable, because even the most data-sparse accurate approximation of each exact iterate may require arbitrarily large ranks. Moreover, such an approach requires the iterative solver to work with structured vectors. It is therefore intrusive in the sense that the PDE solvers have to be modified down to the basic linear algebraic operations, again something unfavourable. What we propose in the following is a different approach where the basic building block is the mapping from a single parameter tuple p to a single output quantity p → Φ(u(p)).
Black Box Low-Rank Approximation
In [4] we have introduced an adaptive strategy for the approximation of a tensor A ∈ R I in H k from the evaluation of a carefully chosen subset of its entries A (i 1 ,...,i d ) . The main idea is to recursively construct low-rank approximations of matrices in an adaptive way.
Cross approximation for matrices
The approximation of a matrix M ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 by the outer product of particular rows and columns of M has been analysed in [13] . The main theorem is as follows.
then there exist a subset P ⊂ I 1 of row indices and a subset Q ⊂ I 2 of column indices with #P = #Q ≤ k and a matrix S ∈ R P×Q such that
approximates M with an error of
A practical construction which is based on successive rank one approximations has been introduced in [5] . Starting with X 0 := 0, the idea is to construct approximations X j ≈ M , j = 1, . . . , k, by
where p j ∈ I 1 , q j ∈ I 2 are appropriately chosen pivot elements. Using the notation of Theorem 5, we have that
The construction (7) is adaptive in the sense that the size |R j−1 p j ,q j | gives an estimate for the norm M − X j−1 ∞ of the remainder.
Generalised cross approximation for higher-order tensors
Let A ∈ R I and let T D be a dimension tree. Given t ∈ T D , the cross approximation technique for matrices can in principle be used to construct low-rank approximations of the matricisations M :
with pivot sets P t ⊂ I t , Q t ⊂ I [t] . Note, however, that the index sets I t , I [t] are typically very large such that an explicit representation of the form (8) is intractable. We therefore propose a recursive strategy that directly constructs an approximationÃ ≈ A in H k from well chosen pivots P t , Q t for all t ∈ T D . Assume for a moment that for each node t ∈ T D of the dimension tree and correspondingly for each matricisation M t (A) we already have selected pivot sets P t , Q t where we enforce a nestedness condition of the form
cf. [4] . We can then use the nestedness property (6) for nodes t with sons(t) = {t 1 , t 2 } and define the (approximate) transfer tensorB t by
where the coupling matrix M t,j is defined by
and the two matrices S t 1 , S t 2 are
For the leaves we have to specify the (approximate)Ũ t , which are given bỹ
A necessary assumption here is that for every node t ∈ T D the submatrix S t is invertible, which can easily be enforced by a rank revealing decomposition and subsequent reduction of the pivot sets. A particularly interesting fact is already stated in [4] : If all submatrices S t are of full rank rank(S t ) = k t = rank(M t (A)), then the tensor defined byB,Ũ is the same as the original tensor:
An algorithmic description of this recursive strategy is given in Algorithm 1 where the first call with t = D reads rec cross approx(D, ∅).
In Algorithm 1 there are still three ingredients to be specified:
sons(t) = {t 1 , t 2 } 3:
(P t 2 , Q t 2 , S t 2 , k t 2 ) = find pivots(t 2 , Q t )
5:
as in (10) 6:
rec cross approx(t 1 , Q t 1 )
7:
rec cross approx(t 2 , Q t 2 ) 8: else 9:Ũ t := M t (A)| It×Qt 10: end if 1. the dimension tree T D , 2. the rank (or rank bound) k t for each node t ∈ T D , and 3. the pivot sets P t , Q t for each node t ∈ T D .
The choice of the pivots P t , Q t by the still abstract routine find pivots is the crucial part of the algorithm. In [4] this is done by a search along fibres of the tensor. This strategy is reasonable if the evaluation of entries of the tensor is negligible, e.g. the evaluation of a simple function like f (x) = 1/ x . In the PDE scenario considered here the situation is entirely different. We want to minimize the number of sample points p ∈ P because each sample requires the solution of a possibly complicated PDE. On the other hand, the storage complexity for the compressed tensor as well as arithmetic operations in the tensor format are entirely irrelevant. Therefore we have to modify the choice of the pivot sets and our sampling strategy as outlined in the forthcoming subsection.
As mentioned above, both the dimension tree as well as the nodewise ranks k t have to be determined. For some applications the choice of the tree might be straight-forward, or even irrelevant: if the tensor can be approximated in the CP-format with rank K, then any dimension tree is sufficient and the nodewise ranks can be bounded by K. If this is not the case, then a heuristic approach is required to find a useful tree. In [3] we present an agglomerative procedure to obtain the tree T D . There we also specify how the nodewise ranks can be estimated by sampling of random submatrices. From now on we assume that the dimension tree T D is given, as well as a rank bound K t for each node t ∈ T D .
Partial Random Sampling
Due to the nestedness requirement (9), we have to choose the pivot sets in an ordered way descending from the root, level by level, down to the leaves. For each node we modify the pivot selection from [4] as follows:
Assume we have constructed the pivots P t , Q t for a node t ∈ T D \ L(T D ). For a son s ∈ sons(t) we then proceed by the strategy indicated in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 (P s , Q s , S s , k s ) = find pivots(s, Q t ) 1: choose (at random) index setsP ⊂ I s andQ ⊂ I [t] × Q t with #P , #Q = K t for a given rank bound K t ∈ N 2: define the (random) submatrixM := M s (A)|P ×Q 3: determine subsets P s ⊂P , Q s ⊂Q with k s := #P s = #Q s such that S s :=M | Ps×Qs is of almost maximal determinant
As long as the number K t of random indices is not too large, we can afford to approximate the submatrixM by some standard rank revealing decomposition for matrices, as, e.g., the cross approximation technique from Section 4.1. In this case, the number of entries required from A in Algorithm 2 is bounded by 2k t K t for each node t ∈ T D \ L(T D ). For the construction of the matrices M t,j from (10) in Algorithm 1, one additionally needs to compute k t k t 1 k t 2 entries, where sons(t) = {t 1 , t 2 }. At the leaves t ∈ L(T D ), the evaluation of the matricesŨ t requires at most k t n evaluations, where n := max µ=1,...,d #I µ . Since a dimension tree has at most d leaf and d non-leaf nodes, we end up with
entries that have to be sampled. Provided that K = O(k 2 ), this already corresponds to the storage complexity of a tensor in H k , i.e., the sampling strategy would be optimal if the approximation quality ofÃ is close to the best possible approximation of A with the same data-sparsity. We provide evidence that this is indeed true in the numerical examples section.
Applications
Once a data-sparse representation of A in the hierarchical format H k has been found, the evaluation of a single entry A (i 1 ,...,i d ) requires only O(dk 3 ) operations, cf. [16] . Moreover, the hierarchical representation can be exploited to efficiently compute a posteriori quantities ofφ
from (5).
A posteriori Evaluation of Statistics
In uncertainty quantification, a typical aim is to estimate stochastic properties of φ : P → R for a given probability distribution of the parameters p ∈ P . Let π : P → R be a known probability density function associated to the parameters p ∈ P . We then look for the expected value
If the parameters p 1 , . . . , p d are independent, we can express π by a separable representation of the form
with π µ : P µ → R for µ = 1, . . . , d. Assume now that A ∈ H k such that A can be represented by transfer tensors B t ∈ R kt×kt 1 ×kt 2 for all t ∈ T D \ L(T D ) and matrices U t ∈ R Iµ×kµ for all t = {µ} ∈ L(T D ). An approximation to E[φ] from (11) can then be computed by a simple Euclidean inner product between A and an elementary tensor w = w 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ w d with w µ ∈ R Iµ for µ = 1, . . . , d.
For all µ = 1, . . . , d, one first calculates the vectors w µ ∈ R Iµ by
For all leaves t = {µ} ∈ L(T D ), one then computes v t ∈ R kt by
The final approximation is then given by
This scheme can be carried out in O(dk 3 + dkn) operations, k := max t∈T D k t , n := max µ=1,...,d #I µ .
Explicit Representation of Gradients
In optimisation, a typical goal is to find minima of φ, i.e., one seeks p * ∈ P s.t.
Whereas a global minimisation is in general hard to perform, local minimisers can, e.g., be found by gradient-based methods. These techniques require the computation of
Due to (5), one needs to calculate
Given A ∈ H k , one can evaluate ∂φ/∂p ν at q ∈ P by a similar recursion as above in a complexity of O(dk 3 + dkn) operations.
Numerical Examples
Given a domain Ω ⊂ R 2 and a parameter space P ⊂ R d , we consider the parametric diffusion problem
completed with suitable boundary conditions. We assume that P = P 1 × . . . × P d is discretised by a tensor grid constructed from Chebyshev points ξ µ,iµ ∈ P µ , i µ = 1, . . . , n µ , in each direction µ = 1, . . . , d. For simplicity, let n := n 1 = . . . = n d such that I := {1, . . . , n} d . Given an output φ : P → R, we want to approximate A ∈ R I defined by
In the numerical tests, we are interested in the following questions:
1. Does the tensor A ∈ R I admit a data-sparse approximationÃ ∈ H k ? How does the storage complexity ofÃ depend on a given accuracy?
2. How many entries of A (i.e, deterministic solutions of the PDE) are required to constructÃ?
We study both questions for two typical examples taken from the literature. As a reference domain, we choose Ω = (0, 1) 2 discretised by an equidistant grid of 128 points in both spatial directions. We then apply a finite-element discretisation with 16384 linear elements to solve (12) numerically for any p ∈ P . We restrict ourselves to a parameter space of P = [ For a prescribed error tolerance ε > 0, we construct an approximationÃ ≈ A in H k by the black box approach described in Section 4.2. In an a posteriori calculation we estimate the relative error A −Ã 2,J / A 2,J with
for a randomly chosen test index set J ⊂ I of size #J = 100. The number of required entries from A is denoted by N eval .
To measure the storage requirements ofÃ in H k , we compute the effective rank k eff ofÃ which corresponds to a storage complexity of O((d − 1)k 3 eff + dnk eff ). This is done directly after the black box approximation (k bb eff ) and once again after a truncation ofÃ with accuracy ε (k trunc eff ) which removes redundancy from the hierarchical representation. Finally, we compare the number of tensor evaluations N eval to the storage requirements stor(Ã) of the compressed representation ofÃ characterised by k trunc eff .
Cookie Problem
As a first example, we consider the cookie problem (cf. [30] )
u(x, p) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.
Given m ∈ N, the domain Ω encloses disks Ω s,t ⊂ Ω of the form Ω s,t := {x ∈ R 2 : x − x s,t 2 ≤ r} with radius r := 1/(4m + 2) and center x s,t := 4r(s, t) − r(1, 1) for all s, t = 1, . . . , m.
On each subdomain Ω s,t , the diffusion coefficient is supposed to be constant with
This results in a parameter space P of dimension d = m 2 . An example for d = 9 and d = 16 is depicted in Figure 2 . As an output quantity, we consider the average of the solution u over the entire domain, i.e.,
The results of the tensor approximation can be found in Figure 2 . We can see that in both cases the relative error is always close to the prescribed error tolerance ε. The number of tensor evaluations N eval and the representation rank k bb eff increase only moderately with the accuracy. The rank k trunc eff of the compressed hierarchical representation ofÃ is always close to the black box based representation rank k bb eff . As a consequence, the number of tensor evaluation tends to be a small multiple of the storage complexity ofÃ in H k .
Once the tensorÃ ∈ H k is available, we can directly compute an approximation E[φ] of the expected value E[φ] from (11) for a given density π(p) = d µ=1 π µ (p µ ). Here, we assume that each π µ corresponds to a uniform distribution of p µ in P µ = [ 
Extended Cookie Problem
As a second example, we again consider the cookie problem (13) but now additionally allow a variation in the size of the cookies. Given m ∈ N and r := 1/(4m + 2), the domain Ω now encloses disks Ω s,t (p) ⊂ Ω of the form
with center x s,t := 4r(s, t) − r(1, 1) and parameter-dependent radius
for all s, t = 1, . . . , m. On each subdomain Ω s,t (p), the diffusion coefficient is again supposed to be constant with
This results in a parameter space P of dimension d = 2m 2 . An example for d = 18 is given in Figure 4 . As an output quantity, we again consider φ from (14) . The results of the tensor approximation can be found in Figure 4 . As in the previous example, the relative error is always close to the prescribed error tolerance ε. The representation rank k bb eff is close to the rank k trunc eff of the compressed representation ofÃ and increases only slowly with the accuracy. Moreover, the number of required tensor evaluations N eval tends to be a small multiple of the storage complexity ofÃ in H k .
Thermal Block Problem
As a third example, we consider the thermal block problem (cf. [27] ) for all s, t = 1, . . . , m. On each subdomain Ω s,t , the diffusion coefficient is supposed to be constant with a(x, p) := p µ , x ∈ Ω s,t , µ := m(t − 1) + s.
This results in a parameter space P of dimension d = m 2 . An example for d = 9 and d = 16 is depicted in Figure 5 . As an output quantity, we consider the average of the solution u over the bottom part of the boundary, i.e., 
The results of the tensor approximation can be found in Figure 5 . We can see that in both cases the relative error is always close to the prescribed error tolerance ε. The number of tensor evaluations N eval and the representation rank k bb eff increase significantly with the accuracy. This seems to be due to the fact that the parameters p µ are geometrically much more coupled than in the cookie example from the previous section. As before, the rank k trunc eff of the compressed hierarchical representation ofÃ is always close to the black box based representation rank k bb eff . As a consequence, the number of tensor evaluation tends to be a small multiple of the storage complexity ofÃ in H k .
Conclusion
We have presented a non-intrusive sampling strategy for output quantities of parameterdependent PDEs. The approximation is based on rank revealing factorisations of matricisations of a discrete representation of the parameter to output mapping. The underlying assumption is that each of the matricisations can be approximated by low rank. This property can be assessed during the sampling, but of course the necessary rank can be arbitrary large, depending on the problem at hand. In the numerical examples we observe that the necessary rank varies, but for each concrete problem the sampling strategy appears to be quasi-optimal in the sense that the number of unknowns in a quasi-optimal approximation of the map in the hierarchical tensor format is proportional to the number of samples required to find a quasi-optimal approximation.
